THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMASIN PERSON ONE ACT PLAYS

"How good it is for child and mother to do what Christmas brings out in the Faltings and in us all, too!!"

- Thomas Basker

A CHRISTMAS MEMORY by Human Rights, adapted and directed by Joe Gallow

CAST:

Ann: - Marc Richardson
Lonly: - Mark Jordan
Narator: - Holly Richardson


Intermission Music

HOW THE GRINCH STOLE CHRISTMASKID DISCUSS, adapted by Don Demuth and Doreen Robertson, music by Don Demuth

CAST:
Dale Tischler: - Dale Tischler
Bob Harris: - Mark Jennings
Helen Harris: - Sandy Held
Matt Richardson: - Mark McAdoo
Holly Richardson: - Holly Held Who
Donnie Robertson: - Donnie Robertson Who
Sharon Loyd: - Sharon Loyd
Scott Summers - Scotty Dog Who

Intermission Music

Credits: Chris, Kevin, Ray
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